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24 Baywater Cape
Airdrie, Alberta

Policies & FAQ

these are important answers it is best if you 
know before we come photograph your organization.

PLEASE READ
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Procedures and FAQ

Gameface photography does not charge travel expenses under any circumstances.

Travel expenses
Gameface photography does not charge travel expenses under any circumstances.

Volunteers
Our events are hosted and staffed 100% by our capable staff.  There is no volunteer 
requirements from your league.  If your league requires volunteer hours we can make use of two 
capable volunteers, but they are not necessary.  We do recommend having a league 
representative to be there to ensure the events meets your expectations.

Shoot timing
Our normal time for our photo shoots is 10 minute intervals. Given adherence to our space 
requirements, there is no need for additional time.  We are proud to run our events on time every 
time.

Marketing photos
We provide the league the option of receiving a copy of the group photos for yearbook, website, 
tournament or promotional purposes.  This service is provided at no cost.

Warranty
Gameface warranties all of our products 100%, absolutely regardless of reason.  Any physical 
product returned to us will get a 100% refund, no questions asked.

Shipping
Our staff will personally deliver all of the product to a league representative.  All packages are 
organized by team in heat sealed packaging to ensure a quality delivery.

Delivery timelines
Good product takes time, our delivery depends on seasonal timing, but our normal quoted time 
for product delivery is 3-5 weeks.

Sitting Fees
Gameface photography does no charge sitting fees.
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Pre booking
As of 2019, more than 80% of our clients prebook a year in advance, time is short, we always 
recommend pre booking.

Helpdesk
If there are any concerns with any order, all of these concerns must be logged using the 
gameface helpdesk.  No other forms of communication are accepted.  Our helpdesk allows us 
to track all of our requests and ensure appropriate response times.

Ice shooting
Should your league want to shoot live on ice gameface requires a signed liability waiver to 
ensure the photography is done in a safe and responsible manner.

Irresponsible behaviour
Goofing off, playing sports with balls/pucks in the photography area is prohibited.  This is for 
liability and safety purposes.  Photography will stop until such behaviour stops.

Dress code
We recommend all players come dressed and ready for photos.  Equipment bags in the photo 
area does nothing but cause delays for the rest of the organization.

Photography
Photography/videography from any outside source including parents is prohibited in the photo 
area. 

Parents
Parents are advised that they are not permitted in the photography zone.  Exemptions to this 
rule is at the discretion of the photographer.  Exemptions are generally only granted due to 
children in emotional distress.

Location
Because of weather delays, we do not accept or recommend taking photographs outdoors.  The 
best photo shoot is the one that happens on time, and on date.
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Preregistration
All teams and players must be registered using our exclusive registration system.  Teams that 
arrive that are not registered will not be eligible to be photographed.  

Name spelling
All names are entered by the managers/coaches.  Each parent has the opportunity to review the 
names during the photoshoot.  Therefore gameface does not assume responsibility for 
misspellings. 

Payments
League invoices are due on delivery.  Once a relationship is established gameface may extend 
a net 30 status. 

Reshoots
Gameface allots one reshoot at no charge for any teams that can not make it to photo day.  This 
shoot is scheduled after photo day only by request of the league.  Additional shoots will incur a 
$250 fee.

Retakes for individuals
Individual players who miss their initial shoot can be invited on there request to an event hosted 
by one of our other clients.  We don't want anyone to miss out.  

Online late orders
Late orders can always be placed.   Orders placed after photo day will result in shipping 
charges.

Sibling / Coach & Player photos 
These photos can be taken on photo day, but must be ordered online after the fact.  These 
photos still require the subject to purchase product in order to receive product.

Vendors
Gameface events are reserved for Photography.  Having other vendors has a detrimental effect 
on scheduling, space and organization.  We do not permit outside vendors to be selling product 
on photography day.
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Reviews
We spend a lot of time and energy making sure our customer service, and our systems are 
better than anyone expects.  Customers who unjustifiably leave negative reviews on public 
forums without talking to us, allowing us to create a remedy or the league will not be offered our 
services.
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